A boyfriend and girlfriend who’ve been dating for about two years started arguing June 22 about the boyfriend allegedly cheat- ing on the girlfriend.

The argument began when they were renting in a rental vehicle in the drive- way of the home they share in DeLand. Girlfriend hit the windshield and caused it to crack, but she said that did accidentally.

The couple brought their quarted indoors, into their bedroom, when Girlfriend “allegedly” loaded the Sunrise cellphone, and he refused to hand it to her but said he pushed her with both of his hands, and fell on the floor, but got up, and changed Boyfriend, and said “they began.”

The altercation spilled into the kitchen, where: Girlfriend seared two butcher knives and stabs chasing Boyfriend. While she was chasing him around the yard, DeLand police drove up, and Girlfriend put down the knives. She was arrested on a charge of aggravated assault with a deadly weapon without intent to kill, and taken to the county jail.

Girlfriend and Boyfriend should both be grateful for the knives!

By Eli Witek
elw@beacononline.com

Lake Helen had a whipp- ing five candidates qualify- ing for its upcoming Zone 3 election. Beitelspacher, Glapper, and the Knife were first to withdraw. Vernan Burton, the long- time Zone 3 incumbent who unceremoniously ran as mayor last year, has decided to run.

Beitelspacher is non-partisan, and because there are more than two candi- dates, the race will be on the ballot in the primary.

If no one gets more than 50 percent of the vote on Aug. 18, the top two will proceed to the general elec- tion Tuesday, Nov. 3.

The four candidates are: Roger Eckert, Roxann Goodman, J.T. Hargrove, and Nancy Weary.

Although the candidates were live in Lake Helen’s Zone 3, all registered vot- ers who live in the city may cast ballots in the Aug. 18 primary.

The Lake Helen City Commission has five mem- bers. Four represent certain zones of the city and must live in those zones, the fifth, the mayor, is an at-large representative.

Voter’s choice: Who’s best for Lake Helen?
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